
Exploring UNIX: Session 2 

Commands and Flags 
In the previous session, you used a bunch of commands such as ls, cd and rm. You saw also how you 

can pass a path to a command like ls by doing something like ls /some/path. In general, the 

format for using UNIX commands is:  

 command flags arguments 

 

where command is the UNIX command you want to run, flags is an optional list of options that 

control the behaviour of the command, and arguments is often a list of paths on which you want the 

command to operate. Multiple flags or arguments can be specified by separating them by a space. 

For example:  

raptor$ ls /courses/projweek/unix/commands /courses/projweek/unix/commands/data 

/courses/projweek/unix/commands: 

data             hitchhikers.txt  quotes 

/courses/projweek/unix/commands/data: 

server.log                undergrad-life-cycle.txt 

raptor$ 

 

Flags (also sometimes confusingly called arguments!) are options that you pass to the command to 

change its behaviour. Normally they start with a - character. For instance, the ls command run 

without flags will give you a “short” listing - it shows only the file names, e.g.: 

raptor$ ls /courses/projweek/unix/navigation/ 

01-data.csv     22-data.csv     old-data.csv    run-46.data     run-53.log 

02-data.csv     31-data.csv     run-44.data     run-46.log      run-53.results 

03-data.csv     32-data.csv     run-44.log      run-46.results  testing.log 

041-data.csv    33-data.csv     run-44.results  run-52.data 

11-data.csv     android.data    run-45.data     run-52.log 

12-data.csv     backup.system   run-45.log      run-52.results 

21-data.csv     data.csv        run-45.results  run-53.data 

raptor$ 

 

However, you can get ls to show you more information about the files, such as their size, access 

permissions, etc. by specifying the -l flag (that’s “ell”, not “one”; it stands for “long”). Try this:  

raptor$ ls -l /courses/projweek/unix/navigation/ 

total 62 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 01-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 02-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 03-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 041-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 11-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 12-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 21-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:22 22-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:23 31-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:23 32-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:23 33-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:52 android.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            7 Nov 12 22:53 backup.system 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:35 data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:35 old-data.csv 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:47 run-44.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:33 run-44.log 



-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:38 run-44.results 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:47 run-45.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:33 run-45.log 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:38 run-45.results 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:47 run-46.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:33 run-46.log 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:38 run-46.results 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:47 run-52.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:34 run-52.log 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:38 run-52.results 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            5 Nov 12 22:47 run-53.data 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            6 Nov 12 22:34 run-53.log 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur            8 Nov 12 22:38 run-53.results 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           12 Nov 12 22:20 testing.log 

raptor$ 

 

We will explain later what all those columns mean, but for now just notice that including the flag 

changed the behaviour of ls. Another useful flag for ls is -F. Try this:  

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/commands 

raptor$ ls 

data             hitchhikers.txt  quotes 

raptor$ ls -F 

data/             hitchhikers.txt   quotes/ 

raptor$ 

 

As you see, when you run ls –F, it prints extra characters after each name. If a name is printed with 

a / after its name, it means it is a directory. If it has a * after its name, it means it is an executable 

program, etc. This is very handy when you are exploring the file system, as it allows you to see 

instantly what a name represents. 

You can find a description of pretty much any UNIX command, and the flags it takes, by using the man 

command, as described in the last session. The manual pages have a standardised syntax for 

describing the flags that a command accepts. Let’s look at the man page for rm:  

raptor$ man rm 

 

RM(1)                       User Commands                                RM(1) 

 

NAME 

       rm - remove files or directories 

 

SYNOPSIS 

       rm [OPTION]... FILE... 

 

DESCRIPTION 

       This  manual  page  documents  the  GNU version of rm.  rm removes each 

       specified file.  By default, it does not remove directories. 

 

       If the -I or --interactive=once option is given,  and  there  are  more 

       than  three  files  or  the  -r,  -R, or --recursive are given, then rm 

       prompts the user for whether to proceed with the entire operation.   If 

       the response is not affirmative, the entire command is aborted. 

 

       Otherwise,  if  a file is unwritable, standard input is a terminal, and 

       the -f or --force  option  is  not  given,  or  the  -i  or  --interac‐ 
       tive=always  option is given, rm prompts the user for whether to remove 

       the file.  If the response is not affirmative, the file is skipped. 

 

OPTIONS 

Manual page rm(1) line 1 (press h for help or q to quit) 

 



Press Enter to get another line, space bar for another screen full, or q to quit. 

The SYNOPSIS section tells you the rough syntax of the command. Anything listed inside square 

brackets is optional, while anything else is mandatory. So, in this example, all of the options 

supported by the command are optional, but it is mandatory to specify a file (which will be 

removed...). The options supported by the command are then described in more detail in the 

OPTIONS section. 

Examining files 

When you are exploring the UNIX file system, it’s often useful to peek inside some of the files you 

find. A quick way of seeing the contents of text files is to use the cat command (a strange name, but 

there is a reason…). In its basic invocation, cat takes a list of one or more files and displays the 

contents to the screen: 

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes 

raptor$ ls 

airports.txt   deadlines.txt  live.txt       universe2.txt  universe.txt 

raptor$ cat deadlines.txt  

I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they fly by. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat universe.txt  

In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of 

people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat universe.txt airports.txt  

In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of 

people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

- Douglas Adams 

It is no coincidence that in no known language does the phrase 

'As pretty as an Airport' appear. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

However, you need to be careful with this. Some files, such as image files, executable programs, etc. 

will contain data that will confuse the terminal (in this case, PuTTy) if you try to cat them. If you do 

this, you’ll normally notice that all the characters on the terminal screen get jumbled or changed to 

odd symbols! If this happens, use the reset command. This command run without arguments will 

tell the terminal program to reset itself. 

raptor$ reset 

raptor$ 

 

You may have to type this “blind” if the terminal is so confused that echoing has been turned off! 

If the file you want to examine is large, then using cat can be a pain, as the contents of the file 

scrolls off the top of your terminal window (and not all terminals have scroll bars!). What you would 

like is for cat to pause after each screen full, to give you time to read the text. The way to do this is 

with the more command. more will show one screen full of the file, and then wait until you press a 

key. If you press Enter, more will display one more line then, wait. If you press the space bar, it will 

show another screen full. Pressing q causes more to stop (quit). Some versions of more also allow 

other keys to navigate around. Here’s an example: 

  



raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/commands 

raptor$ ls 

data             hitchhikers.txt  quotes 

raptor$ cat hitchhikers.txt 

 

You will notice this text run off the top of your window… 

this, the characters embark on a quest to find the legendary planet of 

Magrathea and the Question to the Ultimate Answer. 

 

Now, use more: 

raptor$ more hitchhikers.txt  

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a science fiction comedy series created 

by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 1978, 

it was later adapted to other formats, and over several years it gradually 

became an international multi-media phenomenon. Adaptations have included stage 

shows, a series of five books first published between 1979 and 1992 (the first 

of which was titled The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy), a 1981 TV series, a 

1984 computer game, and three series of three-part comic book adaptations of 

the first three novels published by DC Comics between 1993 and 1996. There were 

also two series of novels, produced by Beer-Davies, that are considered by some 

fans to be an "official version" of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, as 

they include text from the first novel.[1][2] A Hollywood-funded film version, 

produced and filmed in the UK, was released in April 2005, and adaptations of 

the last three books to radio were broadcast from 2004 to 2005. Many of these 

adaptations, including the novels, the TV series, the computer game, and the 

earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done by Adams 

himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material written by Adams. 

 

The title The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy[3] is often abbreviated "HHGTTG" 

(as used on fan websites) or "H2G2" (first used by Neil Gaiman as a chapter 

title in Don't Panic and later by the online guide run by the BBC). The series 

is also often referred to as "The Hitchhiker's Guide", "Hitchhiker's", or 

simply "[The] Guide." This title can refer to any of the various incarnations 

--More--(55%) 

raptor$ 

 

If you need to move around the file more freely than the more command allows, then you can use 

the less command (“less is more” - UNIX programmers have often indulged in word play!). You use 

less just like more, but in addition to the keys that you use in more, you can also use the arrow keys 

to move both backward and forward in the file, can search and more. Pressing h inside less will list 

all the commands it knows. Try playing around with this example: 

raptor$ less hitchhikers.txt 

 

Sometimes though, you don’t need to see the whole file. For instance, you might only want to see 

the first few lines to know if it’s the file you are interested in. UNIX provides the head command. Try 

these examples:  

raptor$ head hitchhikers.txt  

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a science fiction comedy series created 

by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 1978, 

it was later adapted to other formats, and over several years it gradually 

became an international multi-media phenomenon. Adaptations have included stage 

shows, a series of five books first published between 1979 and 1992 (the first 

of which was titled The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy), a 1981 TV series, a 

1984 computer game, and three series of three-part comic book adaptations of 

the first three novels published by DC Comics between 1993 and 1996. There were 

also two series of novels, produced by Beer-Davies, that are considered by some 

fans to be an "official version" of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, as 

 



raptor$ head hitchhikers.txt quotes/universe2.txt  

==> hitchhikers.txt <== 

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a science fiction comedy series created 

by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 1978, 

it was later adapted to other formats, and over several years it gradually 

became an international multi-media phenomenon. Adaptations have included stage 

shows, a series of five books first published between 1979 and 1992 (the first 

of which was titled The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy), a 1981 TV series, a 

1984 computer game, and three series of three-part comic book adaptations of 

the first three novels published by DC Comics between 1993 and 1996. There were 

also two series of novels, produced by Beer-Davies, that are considered by some 

fans to be an "official version" of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, as 

 

==> quotes/universe2.txt <== 

There is a theory which states that if ever anybody discovers 

exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will 

instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more 

bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which states 

that this has already happened. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

You can adjust how many lines head displays by using the -n flag: 

raptor$ head -n 2 quotes/universe2.txt  

There is a theory which states that if ever anybody discovers 

exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will 

raptor$ raptor$ head -n 1 quotes/airports.txt  

It is no coincidence that in no known language does the phrase 

raptor$ 

 

Just as head is useful to display the beginning of a file, sometimes you only want the end of a file, for 

instance, perhaps you want just the totals at the bottom of a spreadsheet. The command for this is 

tail. tail is used in the same way as head. Here are some examples to try:  

raptor$ tail hitchhikers.txt  

alien race called the Vogons. Zaphod Beeblebrox, Ford's semi-cousin and the 

Galactic President, unknowingly saves the pair from certain death. He brings 

them aboard his stolen spaceship, the Heart of Gold, whose crew rounds out the 

main cast of characters: Marvin, the Paranoid Android, a depressed robot, and 

Trillian, formerly known as Tricia McMillan, a woman Arthur once met at a party 

who he soon realises is the only other survivor of Earth's destruction. After 

this, the characters embark on a quest to find the legendary planet of 

Magrathea and the Question to the Ultimate Answer. 

 

 

raptor$ raptor$ tail -n 2 quotes/universe2.txt  

that this has already happened. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

Another common task is to see what’s changed between two versions of a file. Say, for instance, two 

members of a project group have both made changes to the same file - how do you know what’s 

different between the two versions? One way to do this is with the diff command. diff compares 

files line-by-line and shows you which lines differ between the two files. You use diff by listing the 

two files to be compared as arguments. For instance, try this: 

raptor$ cd quotes 

raptor$ diff airports.txt deadlines.txt  

1,2c1 

< It is no coincidence that in no known language does the phrase 

< 'As pretty as an Airport' appear. 

--- 



> I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they fly by. 

raptor$ 

The output of the diff command shows you which lines are different in the first file (preceded by a 

< character) and what they have been changed to in the second file (preceded by a > character). The 

text saying “1,2c1” says that lines 1 through 2 in the first file changed into line 1 in the second file.  

If you want to compare two binary files, such as image files, then diff is not quite so useful because 

binary files don't have “lines” to compare. Instead, use the cmp command, which compares files one 

byte at a time. cmp outputs the byte offset where the first difference occurs.  

raptor$ cmp airports.txt deadlines.txt  

airports.txt deadlines.txt differ: byte 2, line 1 

raptor$ 

 

The output of cmp tells you that the difference in the files starts at the second character on the first 

line (this was a text file, so it knew about lines). 

Perhaps the single most useful command you’ll learn about today is grep (aren’t these names 

wonderful?). grep allows you to search files for a string. Its name comes from a style of command in 

early line-based editors: globally find a regular expression and print. It is often useful for finding 

variables in source code, finding emails that mention a particular subject, or just generally for finding 

files! grep is very flexible - you can search a single file or a list of files, or even an entire directory 

tree. The general syntax for using grep is: 

grep search_string files 

For instance, try these:  

raptor$ cd .. 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek/unix/commands 

raptor$ ls 

data             hitchhikers.txt  quotes 

raptor$ grep guide hitchhikers.txt  

title in Don't Panic and later by the online guide run by the BBC). The series 

the fictional guidebook The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, an eccentric 

the eponymous guidebook, escapes the demolition of Earth by a bureaucratic 

raptor$ grep and quotes/*.txt 

quotes/live.txt:You live and learn. At any rate, you live. 

quotes/universe2.txt:exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will 

quotes/universe2.txt:instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more 

quotes/universe2.txt:bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which states 

quotes/universe.txt:people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

raptor$ 

 

grep has lots of flags to control its behaviour (see the man page for details), but there are three that 

are very commonly used. The first of these is –r, which makes grep recursively search all files, in the 

directory you specify - including in directories below that. The second useful flag is -n, which tells 

grep to print the line number on which the string you are searching for was found. The -v flag flips 

the behaviour of grep so that it shows you lines that don’t match the string you are searching for. 

This is sometimes useful when looking through log files to find errors.  

raptor$ grep -r Adams . 

./hitchhikers.txt:by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC 

Radio 4 in 1978, 

./hitchhikers.txt:earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done 

by Adams 



./hitchhikers.txt:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material 

written by Adams. 

./hitchhikers.txt:places mutually contradictory, as Adams rewrote the story 

substantially for 

./quotes/airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

./quotes/deadlines.txt:- Douglas Adams 

./quotes/live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

./quotes/universe2.txt:- Douglas Adams 

./quotes/universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ grep -n Adams hitchhikers.txt  

2:by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 1978, 

15:earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done by Adams 

16:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material written by Adams. 

29:places mutually contradictory, as Adams rewrote the story substantially for 

raptor$ grep -v Adams quotes/airports.txt  

It is no coincidence that in no known language does the phrase 

'As pretty as an Airport' appear. 

raptor$ 

 

You could also try the previous command, but adding first the –l (“ell”) flag and then the flag and 

value -C 3 – see what they do. 

Another small command which is sometimes useful (though more useful when combined with other 

commands - we'll get to that in a minute) is wc. wc counts the number of lines, words and characters 

in a file. With no flags it counts all three, but if you are only interested in say the number of lines, 

you can use the –l (“ell”) flag. Likewise -w for words, and -c for characters. Try these:  

raptor$ wc hitchhikers.txt  

  43  489 2974 hitchhikers.txt 

raptor$ wc -l hitchhikers.txt  

43 hitchhikers.txt 

raptor$ wc -w hitchhikers.txt  

489 hitchhikers.txt 

raptor$ wc -c hitchhikers.txt  

2974 hitchhikers.txt 

raptor$ raptor$ wc -l quotes/*.txt 

  3 quotes/airports.txt 

  2 quotes/deadlines.txt 

  2 quotes/live.txt 

  3 quotes/universe.txt 

  6 quotes/universe2.txt 

 16 total 

raptor$ 

Pipelines: Joining commands 

So far you have seen a collection of commands that perform relatively simple tasks. They are useful, 

but the real power of UNIX is in the ability to join them up to perform more complex operations. The 

UNIX mechanism for this is known as a pipeline. To understand how to create pipelines, and how 

they work, you need to know a little bit about UNIX processes. 

Every UNIX command runs as a new process. That means that every time you run a command, a new 

process is created, it performs its task, and then the process exits (is destroyed). When it exits, it 

returns an exit code which indicates whether the command terminated normally (exit code of zero) 

or whether an error occurred (a non-zero exit code).  

Every process has three input/output streams, known as standard input, standard output and 

standard error. These are often abbreviated to: 



 0) stdin (pronounced “stood-in”) 

 1) stdout (pronounced “stood-out”) and 

 2) stderr (pronounced “stood-err”). 

By default, stdin is connected to your keyboard (so the program can read from your keyboard by 

reading from stdin) and both stdout and stderr are connected to your screen (so the program can 

display output by writing to those two streams). The two output streams are provided so that 

commands can write error or status messages to stderr, and “data” to stdout. Why do you think 

that is? We'll come to the reason in a minute...  

Redirection 

The power of UNIX is that the three standard I/O streams can be redirected. For instance, instead of 

grep displaying its results on your screen, you can redirect its output to a file. To redirect the output 

of a command, we follow the command with  a > character, and then the name of a file. For 

instance, try this: 

raptor$ cd   

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99 

raptor$ cd projweek 

raptor$ mkdir commands 

raptor$ cd commands 

raptor$ pwd    

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/commands 

raptor$ cp /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes/*.txt . 

raptor$ cp /courses/projweek/unix/commands/*.txt . 

raptor$ ls 

airports.txt     hitchhikers.txt  universe2.txt 

deadlines.txt    live.txt         universe.txt 

raptor$ raptor$ grep Adams *.txt    

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

deadlines.txt:- Douglas Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 

4 in 1978, 

hitchhikers.txt:earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done 

by Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material 

written by Adams. 

hitchhikers.txt:places mutually contradictory, as Adams rewrote the story 

substantially for 

live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe2.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ raptor$ grep Adams *.txt > results 

raptor$ head results 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

deadlines.txt:- Douglas Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 

4 in 1978, 

hitchhikers.txt:earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done 

by Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material 

written by Adams. 

hitchhikers.txt:places mutually contradictory, as Adams rewrote the story 

substantially for 

live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe2.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 



Sometimes you might want to redirect the output from a command, but instead of creating a new 

file with the output, you might want to join it onto the end of an existing file (i.e., append it). You 

can do this with the sequence >> followed by a file name. Try this:  

raptor$ grep and live.txt  > results  

raptor$ cat results  

You live and learn. At any rate, you live. 

raptor$ grep and universe.txt  > results  

raptor$ cat results  

people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

raptor$ grep and live.txt  >> results  

raptor$ cat results  

people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

You live and learn. At any rate, you live. 

raptor$ 

 

You can also redirect stdin to take input from a file as well. As you might expect, this is done using 

the < character followed by a file name, like this:  

raptor$ grep and < live.txt  

You live and learn. At any rate, you live. 

raptor$ 

 

Although that is a somewhat pointless example (you could just do grep and live.txt), we’ll show 

you later where this can be useful. The final redirection operator we’ll show you in this section is the 

pipe character | - which is used for joining commands together. The pipe character syntax is: 

command1 | command2 

What this does is redirect the stdout of command1 into the stdin of command2. How might this be 

useful? Many UNIX commands, such as grep, more, less, wc, etc. default to reading their input data 

from stdin if you don’t specify a file to operate on. So, consider a grep command that produced 

more than a screen full of results - you could redirect the output to a file and then view that file with 

more, or you could pipe it straight into more. Likewise, suppose you wanted to know how many 

matches grep found - you could pipe its results into wc. You can join as many commands as you want 

with pipes. Here are some examples for you to try: 

raptor$ grep and *.txt | wc -l 

17 

raptor$ wc -l *.txt | grep total 

  59 total 

raptor$ grep and *.txt | head -n 5 

hitchhikers.txt:it was later adapted to other formats, and over several years it 

gradually 

hitchhikers.txt:shows, a series of five books first published between 1979 and 1992 

(the first 

hitchhikers.txt:1984 computer game, and three series of three-part comic book 

adaptations of 

hitchhikers.txt:the first three novels published by DC Comics between 1993 and 

1996. There were 

hitchhikers.txt:produced and filmed in the UK, was released in April 2005, and 

adaptations of 

raptor$ grep and *.txt | head -n 10 | tail -n 5 

hitchhikers.txt:adaptations, including the novels, the TV series, the computer 

game, and the 

hitchhikers.txt:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material 

written by Adams. 

hitchhikers.txt:title in Don't Panic and later by the online guide run by the BBC). 

The series 



hitchhikers.txt:from a small planet somewhere in the vicinity of Betelgeuse and 

researcher for 

hitchhikers.txt:alien race called the Vogons. Zaphod Beeblebrox, Ford's semi-cousin 

and the 

raptor$ 

 

Make sure you understand what these are doing. 

Why stdout and stderr? 

Earlier we asked  - why are there two output streams, stdout and stderr? As we said earlier, 

commands send their error messages to stderr and their data to stdout. Now, consider this 

example:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/commands 

raptor$ ls 

airports.txt     hitchhikers.txt  results          universe.txt 

deadlines.txt    live.txt         universe2.txt 

raptor$ grep Adams airports.txt fake.txt universe.txt 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

grep: fake.txt: No such file or directory 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

You will notice an error message in the output of grep - this is because fake.txt doesn’t exist, so it 

is a harmless message. However, if that message had been sent to stdout, we would have that 

message in the middle of our data. If we wanted to process that data further, we would have to 

somehow strip out those messages. Instead, because the message is sent to stderr and the | and > 

operators redirect stdout, we can redirect the data to a file without the error messages, which will 

still be displayed to the screen. For instance, try this: 

raptor$ grep Adams airports.txt fake.txt universe.txt > results  

grep: fake.txt: No such file or directory 

raptor$ cat results  

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

So, given that error messages are sent to the stderr stream, how can we redirect those if we want 

to? This can be achieved by prefixing the normal redirection operators with 2, like this:  

raptor$ grep Adams airports.txt fake.txt universe.txt 2> errors 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat errors  

grep: fake.txt: No such file or directory 

raptor$ 

 

(OK, the 2 seems a little obscure; in fact it’s part of something so powerful, we can’t tell you yet – or 

we might have to kill you). 

So, why might we wish to redirect stderr? There are two main reasons. The first is to keep a log of 

all the error messages from a program if we expect many of them (e.g. if we were to do a recursive 

grep of the entire raptor filesystem, you would see many error messages), and the second is if we 

wish to ignore the errors. UNIX provides a special file, /dev/null (normally pronounced “dev null”) 

which all users can write to. Data written to that file is just thrown away - it takes up no disk space, it 



cannot be recalled, it is just a “black hole”. This black hole is surprisingly useful! For instance, since 

we know there will be errors from this grep command, we can throw them away:  

raptor$ grep Adams airports.txt fake.txt universe.txt 2> /dev/null 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat /dev/null  

raptor$ 

Useful commands for building pipelines 

You have now seen how you can redirect input and output of commands, and how you can join 

them together into pipelines. In this part we will show you some more commands that are useful for 

building up sophisticated pipelines. The first one we will show you is tee, which is a “pipe fitting” or 

“tee piece”. tee writes any data it receives on its stdin to both its stdout and to a specified file. This 

can be useful if you want to grab a copy of the data in the middle of a pipeline, or if you want to 

both save the data from a command and see it on screen as it is produced. Try these examples: 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/commands 

raptor$ grep Adams airports.txt live.txt | tee results 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat results  

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ grep Adams *.txt | tee results | head -n 1 

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ cat results  

airports.txt:- Douglas Adams 

deadlines.txt:- Douglas Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:by Douglas Adams. Originally a radio comedy broadcast on BBC Radio 

4 in 1978, 

hitchhikers.txt:earliest drafts of the Hollywood film's screenplay, were all done 

by Adams 

hitchhikers.txt:himself, and some of the stage shows introduced new material 

written by Adams. 

hitchhikers.txt:places mutually contradictory, as Adams rewrote the story 

substantially for 

live.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe2.txt:- Douglas Adams 

universe.txt:- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

The cat command also has a few more uses when combined with redirection or pipes. For instance, 

you can join multiple files together with cat by passing it all the files you want to be joined together, 

in the order you want them. Like this:  

raptor$ cat universe.txt universe2.txt > all-universe.txt 

raptor$ cat all-universe.txt  

In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of 

people very angry and has been widely regarded as a bad move. 

- Douglas Adams 

There is a theory which states that if ever anybody discovers 

exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will 

instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more 

bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which states 

that this has already happened. 

- Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

In fact, that’s where cat gets its name from – it’s short for concatenate. 



You can also number the lines in a file using cat by specifying its -n flag, like this:  

raptor$ cat -n universe2.txt > numbered-universe.txt 

raptor$ cat numbered-universe.txt  

     1 There is a theory which states that if ever anybody discovers 

     2 exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will 

     3 instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more 

     4 bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which states 

     5 that this has already happened. 

     6 - Douglas Adams 

raptor$ 

 

It’s quite common to want to sort data files, so UNIX provides a command to do this - sort. sort 

takes a file (or stdin if no file is specified) and sorts the lines into alphabetical order. You can make 

it sort in numerical order using its -n flag, and its -r flag to sort in reverse order. For instance, try 

these: 

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/commands/data 

raptor$ sort undergrad-life-cycle.txt  

1. Go to university 

10. Pass exams 

11. Breath a sigh of relief, vow to work properly in the final year 

12. Find an interesting project 

13. Work hard 

14. Pass with 1st 

15. Profit! 

2. Drink too much 

3. Sober up just before exams 

4. Panic 

5. Pass exams by small miracle 

6. Vow to study hard in the next year 

7. Discover new bar... 

8. Drink too much 

9. All night cramming session 

raptor$ sort -n undergrad-life-cycle.txt  

1. Go to university 

2. Drink too much 

3. Sober up just before exams 

4. Panic 

5. Pass exams by small miracle 

6. Vow to study hard in the next year 

7. Discover new bar... 

8. Drink too much 

9. All night cramming session 

10. Pass exams 

11. Breath a sigh of relief, vow to work properly in the final year 

12. Find an interesting project 

13. Work hard 

14. Pass with 1st 

15. Profit! 

raptor$ raptor$ sort -n -r undergrad-life-cycle.txt  

15. Profit! 

14. Pass with 1st 

13. Work hard 

12. Find an interesting project 

11. Breath a sigh of relief, vow to work properly in the final year 

10. Pass exams 

9. All night cramming session 

8. Drink too much 

7. Discover new bar... 

6. Vow to study hard in the next year 

5. Pass exams by small miracle 

4. Panic 

3. Sober up just before exams 

2. Drink too much 



1. Go to university 

raptor$ 

sort has lots of other options (see its manual page), but probably the most useful extra options are 

-u (for unique) which removes duplicate lines from the output, and -k which allows you to sort on a 

particular column in each line, rather than the whole line. Try these examples:  

raptor$ sort server.log  

User aa99 logged in at 10.15 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User rde logged in at 0.15 

User rde logged in at 10.15 

User rde logged in at 10.57 

User rde logged in at 11.00 

User rej logged in at 11.00 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

raptor$ sort -u server.log  

User aa99 logged in at 10.15 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User rde logged in at 0.15 

User rde logged in at 10.15 

User rde logged in at 10.57 

User rde logged in at 11.00 

User rej logged in at 11.00 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

raptor$ sort -n -k 6 server.log  

User rde logged in at 0.15 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User aa99 logged in at 10.15 

User rde logged in at 10.15 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User rde logged in at 10.57 

User rde logged in at 11.00 

User rej logged in at 11.00 

raptor$ 

 

Sometimes, though, you would like to remove duplicate lines from some data, but don’t want it 

sorted. For instance, you might want to remove duplicate lines from a log file, but want to preserve 

the order of the entries in it. The uniq command can do this. It discards all but one line of a group of 

consecutive identical lines. Like this:  

raptor$ uniq server.log  

User aa99 logged in at 10.15 

User rde logged in at 10.15 

User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

User rej logged in at 9.15 

User rde logged in at 0.15 

User rde logged in at 10.57 

User rej logged in at 11.00 

User rde logged in at 11.00 

raptor$ 

 

Sometimes you’d like to know how many times the line was duplicated. You can do this with the -c 

flag like this:  

raptor$ uniq -c server.log  



      1 User aa99 logged in at 10.15 

      1 User rde logged in at 10.15 

      3 User aa99 logged in at 10.16 

      3 User rej logged in at 9.15 

      1 User rde logged in at 0.15 

      1 User rde logged in at 10.57 

      1 User rej logged in at 11.00 

      1 User rde logged in at 11.00 

raptor$ 

 

The final command we will show you in this section is cut. cut allows you to extract only certain 

columns from a data file. To use it you specify how the columns are separated with the -d flag 

(delimiter), and specify which columns you want using the –f flag (field). Here's an example for you 

to try: 

raptor$ cut -d ' ' -f 2,6 server.log  

aa99 10.15 

rde 10.15 

aa99 10.16 

aa99 10.16 

aa99 10.16 

rej 9.15 

rej 9.15 

rej 9.15 

rde 0.15 

rde 10.57 

rej 11.00 

rde 11.00 

raptor$ 

Practice 

Experiment with using pipes and redirection, and look at the man pages for the various commands 

you've seen today and see what else you can make them do. Here are some ideas for things to try 

out: 

 List the number of lines in the files in /courses/projweek/unix/commands/quotes, sorted by 

the number of lines they contain, so it looks like this:  

  2 deadlines.txt 

  2 live.txt 

  3 airports.txt 

  3 universe.txt 

  6 universe2.txt 

 

 How would you make that list contain just the file names? e.g. like this:  

deadlines.txt 

live.txt 

airports.txt 

universe.txt 

universe2.txt 

 

This is tricky! You need to look closely at how the text output from the previous example is 

formatted...the od command might help with this. 

Further work 

Find out about the sed command. Use it to remove the numbers at the start of the line in the 

previous example.  



Now do the same, but only for the first three lines. 

Help others 

Ask your supervisor if there is anyone in the class who isn’t as experienced as you. See if they would 

welcome some help. 

Acknowledgement: this document is heavily based on work done by Chris Ryder for the CO806 

module. Thanks, Chris! 
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